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Magnetic Car Phone Holder Dudao F11 for Dashboard (Black)

Magnetic car phone holder for dashboard
Magnetic  car  mount  for  your  phone  will  make  your  car  ride  even  more  enjoyable!  It  is  made  of  high  quality  materials,  which  are
characterized by exceptional durability. The magnetic mount stably holds your smartphone. What's more, you can comfortably adjust it
to your needs, thanks to the adjustable head. It is compatible with most phones.
 
Magnetic mount
The gripper is equipped with 6 strong magnets, which stably hold the phone in a certain position even during a ride on bumpy roads or
high  speed!  What's  more,  thanks  to  the  360°  adjustable  head feature,  you  can  freely  adjust  the  position  of  your  smartphone to  your
preference.
 
Safe driving
The magnetic car mount will make it easy for you to handle your phone with one hand. You don't have to worry about the product getting
in your way while driving - the small design doesn't limit your visibility. Using navigation or playing your favorite songs during a long trip
has never been easier!
 
Easy installation
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Anyone can  easily  handle  the  installation  of  the  mount.  Just  use  double-sided  adhesive  tape  to  stick  it  to  the  dashboard.  In  turn,  the
magnetic disc should be glued to the smartphone case. If necessary, you can easily remove it - it does not leave marks and damage the
phone.
 
Manufacturer
Dudao
Model
F11
Color
Black
Material
Aluminum alloy + rubber
Weight
100 g

Preço:

Antes: € 3.9975

Agora: € 3.00

Acessórios para telemóveis, Cars, Acessórios Telemóvel, Phone mounts
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